Kimberley Cruising Journal

Day 1 Friday 20

th

May 2011

20th May to 30th May 2011

Darwin - Joseph Bonaparte Gulf Crossing

Embarkment is always an uncertain time, but once we threw the ropes off at Darwin’s Fort Hill Wharf and cruised past
Parliament House & East point it was time to meet each other during the safety drill. The Joseph Bonaparte Gulf was
kind to us & allowed us to cross to the Kimberley side without any discomfort. The Northern Territory coastline faded
into the distance shortly after the Charles Point Lighthouse was passed. Schools of fish, flocks of seabirds & the
occasional sea snake were the only forms of life we encountered on the crossing. Ian Morris, guest lecturer, writer,
photographer and naturalist gave a lecture “Introduction to the Kimberley” to help the tuning in process and it wasn’t
until the following morning we saw land again. This calm Gulf crossing was to set the scene for the rest of the trip.
st

Day 2 Saturday 21

May 2011 Tranquil Bay & King George Falls

Our journey continued across the gap between Darwin and the Kimberley. As we cruised, Damon Ramsey, guest
lecturer, marine biologist and naturalist gave his presentation and dragged up volunteers from the audience to inject
some fun into what could have been somewhat a dull subject on rocks. He used his audience as rock walls and coastal
cliffs, (and he got more than a few stony stares). Captain
Russell Houlahan must have taken a short cut as we arrived
early allowing Lea
McQuillan expedition
leader time to pile us into
the Explorer for our first
expedition. We heard the
story of Australia’s closest
near mutiny. The political
struggle between the
Captain and his first mate
on the ship called the
Koolama, after she was
bombed along
the coast in
WW2. We
stopped to
explore
Tranquil Bay with its temporary waterfalls. We returned to the ship to
gorge ourselves on some lunch before heading out again. Cruising up
the mighty King George to the mightier King George Falls we passed
some steep billion year old cliffs. At the thundering falls themselves
we took turns bouncing around in the zodiacs and rushing headlong
into the frothing furious twin falls. Back on board we relaxed under a
bright pink Western Aust sunset. That night the ship rocked and
rolled, just to let us know we were in fact at sea.
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Day 3 Sunday 22

May 2011

Jar Island & Vansittart Bay

What better way to begin our analysis of the human history of the
Kimberley than to visit Jar Island in beautiful Vansittart Bay. The island
would have been the top of the hill for much of the time that these
ancient Guwion Guwion artists were creating their graceful,
monochrome images on the stone walls .All aboard the Explorer, round
past a pearling lease to a secluded beach from where we hiked over
into a tidal creek and up a rocky hillside to sandstone overhang. We
studied and photographed examples of what is called today ‘Bradshaw
Art’. This is not quite the oldest art style of the Kimberley but its origins
are obscure and surrounded in mystery.
Later in the morning we headed for the northern shores of Jar Island to
look at several more fascinating galleries of Guwion Guwion art. We
also saw many quartzite chipsans flakes scattered on the
floor, which were produced during tool manufacture.
Many of the paintings are in amazing condition,
considering their antiquity (up to 20,000 years old).

After lunch we took the Explorer across to the eastern side of
the bay to Anjo Peninsula to make the overland journey
through some mangroves and across a tidal flat to reach the
grassy woodland to the wreck of a C47 transport plane which crashed during WW2. The wreck was well preserved and
welcomed all the pilots’ scramblings and photos.Fishing was on the menu for the late afternoon and most participants
ended up with something on the catch and release adventure
rd

Day 4 Monday 23 2011 Mitchell Plateau , Mitchell Falls & Bigge Island
This morning we had the opportunity to take a helicopter flight over
the Mitchell Plateau landing beside the Mitchell Falls. Completely
dwarfed by these majestic
and thundering falls we
enjoyed a dip in the waters
below.
Later we went off to explore
the caves nicknamed
“Hathaway’s Hideaway”.
Outside there were piles of
eaten seashell remains,
middens made by the local
hungry aborigines gobbling on seafood. Inside the sandstone catacombs Ian
dragged some of us through the cracks, and we spied two types of bats and
two types of frogs. We also saw a small amount of Bradshaw rock art. This
style of art is much older and delicately drawn than the more recent Wandjina
art. Hermit crabs everywhere, all scurrying in and out of their shell homes.
After a luncheon feast back on board we set off to invade Bigge Island and a
wonderful range of Wandjina art, including spirit figures and animals, and
mostly importantly, drawings of early Dutch explorers. Around the back of the rock we could see beach rock in the
process of being formed, and on top of the ridge, we could view the remains of what we have guessed are ceremonial
and burial sites. We finished off the day with a documentary on the “big wet” in the Kimberleys.
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Day 5 Tuesday 24 May 2011 Careening Bay
& Prince Regent River
A spectacular sunrise sets the mood of the day as
we set off for Careening Bay. Fresh dingo, quoll,
beach stone curlew and pale face field rat tracks
were seen all over the beach testifying to the
abundant animal life of the area. At the’ Mermaid
Tree’ we learned more as we stood on the
boardwalk. We learnt that Cunningham the
naturalist aboard the Mermaid, made extensive
collections at this site during those weeks and two

examples were the Aussie icon, chlamydosaurus kingie, the frilled lizard,
and the native Bohemia Lysophyllum Cunninghame. We continued
Cunningham’s studies by excavating an unsuspecting Ghost Crab from
its burrow on the beach.
We saw
the
endemic Basalt Cycad at the back of the beach and the
pink Mullamullas along the creek bed. Over lunch we
cruised our way on to the Prince Regent River. Damon’s
revealing lecture on cyclones and tides was followed by a
smooth ride up Whirlpool Point, past Mount Waterloo and
Mount Trafalgar to our anchorage in St. George Basin.
Our Price Regent run in the explorer took us to King
Cascade while sitting on the explorer we ate afternoon tea
with the spray from the cascades keeping us cool. Back
down to Camp Creek tributary for a walk and a quick
swim. We passed “Eric” the saltwater crocodile that came
out to say hello like a family pet. We also caught
glimpses of some Snub-fin Dolphins as we cruised back enjoying the sun setting over the water.
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Day 6 Wednesday 25 May 2011 Camden Harbour & Wailgwin Is.
First cab off the rank this morning was Camden
Harbour. Here we cast out minds back to an earlier
time when keen gentle-men farmers were somewhat
swindled by overly kind descriptions of a somewhat
tough land. People suffered. Sheep died. Crops didn’t
grow. We bush bashed our way around the site where
the people had tried to live. Heading over to Sheep
Island we ghouled around the grave near the fat Boab
Tree and clambered around the circumference of the
island. Later in the day we slipped into the inlet
named Samsons. Here we poked our way through a
‘wet patch’ of monsoon forest. Later on Wailgwin Island
drinks and a good old Aussie BBQ was enjoyed while
watching the stunning sunset and others of us feeling
fit had their own ‘State of Origin OZ style game on the
sand.’ Star gazing back on board completed the day.
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Day 7 Thursday 26 May 2011 Raft Point & Montgomery Reef.
Sunrise this morning was spectacular at Raft Point. Watching the
surrounding peaks turning orange in the dawn light. After a short
ride in the explorer some climbers took on the steep rocks that would make a goat balk. Flowers, boabs and birdcalls
assisted the climb. At the top stunning views of
Steep Island and the Namurail Gallery along with a
taste of the life of the Worrora people. This site
also displayed one of the only examples of an
inverted Wandjina. A call from the Kimberley
Honeyeater feasting on a Grevillea in flower broke
the silence. No sooner had we returned to the
ship than we were off to Montgomery Reef. We all
trod carefully as we gained an understanding of its
unique circumstances – completely exposed by the
big tides twice a day. The living reef was amazing
with every step exposing bright coral and sea
creatures. A short interlude with a stranded Green
Turtle set the scene and later we all discovered a
variety of interesting marine organisms, including
Horse Hoof Clams, Abalone, Mushroom Coral , trochus Shells, and Bailer Shells.
Fishing again was the go and yet
again a great catch and release
expedition. After dinner we piled into
the explorer and set off into the
darkness to learn more about the
private life of the Salt Water
Crocodile. Several pairs of eyes
disappointingly submerged on our
approach until we came across a
couple of crocs cruising along the
surface not at all disturbed by our
presence. More, smaller crocs lay
half exposed on a mud bank. The
sandflies had also found us and it was
time to head back for coffee.
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Day 8 Friday 27 May 2011

Talbot Bay &the Iron Islands

This morning the mist lay on
the water as we set off for a
birdwatching trip. The visability
was poor as a result from the
smoke coming from the
controlled burn offs that are a
necessary part of keeping the
Kimberley’s safe. We cruised
the shallows, staring up at the
rock walls looking for elusive
rock wallabies. Eventually we
found a few staring back at us.
Later in the morning the
adventures warmed up with a visit to the Horizontal (horrors) Falls where the tides squeezed between two headlands
create a series of rapids. Small rubber inflatables took us all through the rapids where we again experienced a wetting.
After bouncing up and down a bit it was time for a much serene journey through the rest of Talbot Bay, where the
sandstone layers had been tilted to such a severe angle that we got sore necks from staring at it. We cruised past
Koolan Island iron ore mine and the reality of progress is very evident. To finish off the day we enjoyed sunset drinks
at Nares Point where we could watch the sun reflect off the classic anticline and syncline in the rocks.
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Day 9 Saturday 28 May 2011 Crocodile Creek, Strickland Bay & Edeline Island.
Awaking to see Dolphins circling the vessel was worth
getting up early for.Others chose to have our first lay in
after a beautiful night’s sleep on anchor at Nares Point.
After breakfast we took the Explorer across the bay to
the protected waters of Crocodile Creek where we
enjoyed a swim. Not really a fitting name as NO crocs
here. The swim was refreshing and unusually cool and
clear after which it was back on board for a lecture on
the Seasons of the North. The afternoon saw us
heading off in the explorer through the scenic and
sometimes narrow reaches of Whirlpool passage, which
eventually brought us out into the wide expanse of
Strickland Bay. Nesting Ospreys, Stokes’ Sea Snakes,
Great-billed Herons & cavorting Mantra Rays were
some of the interesting features we encountered along
the way.
Afternoon tea in the explorer beside a magnificent example
of Elgee Siltstone was soon followed by our arrival at Edeline
Island. Some of us found the weird, uneven geology hard to
walk on – the whole island consists of strange, grey, soft
siltstone. Salt spray has caused amazing weathering
patterns resembling modern art - All those that carried
cameras had a field day. We also took a look at several
th
simple graves from the late 19 century pearl divers who
probably met untimely ends because of the risks of their
trade. This concluded a very pleasant day on the water & our
final day in the Kimberley sandstone.
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Day 10.Sunday 29 May 2011

Beagle Bay & Lacepede Islands

This morning we woke to find ourselves out of the
steep Kimberley country, and into the flat as a
pancake Pindan land. The weather was a bit sloppy
and our plans to explore Beagle Bay were
harpooned. This morning Damon gave us a talk
about the sex and violence of life on the Lacepedes,
telling us more than we really needed to know about
birds and their breeding. After lunch it was time to
land at the Lacepedes. The islands were overflowing
with avian life. Brown Boobies and Frigatebirds
cruised the skies above in their hundreds and with so
many we wonder how they don’t collide. To add to
the overhead display many Terns of various species
whiz by. We walked along the foreshore
discovering nests, some with eggs and pure white
fluffy Boobie chicks of various ages being protected
by their parents. Strolls along the pristine beach take us back to the explorer and the ship for final sunset drinks and our
last supper all together.
th

Day 11 Monday 30 May 2011

Broome WA

We awake this morning to our landing at Broome and after farewells to all the crew of the Coral Princess we disperse in
separate directions.
An afternoon flight from Broome to Darwin completed the circle and we were back in Darwin for a night before the next
part of our safari this time leaving the coast behind and heading inland into Litchfield Park and the wonders of NT and
beyond.
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This journal was taken from the daily newsletters of the staff on the Coral Princess along with those of the
International Comanche Society Aust. Tribe attendees.
The Coral Princess is a 35 metre Catamaran hull cruiser with 24 staterooms. Large enough to accommodate 48
persons and small enough to make it a personal encounter.
ICS members and partners were a part of this wonderful experience. Each morning, waking to a brilliant sunrise and the
smell of breakfast cooking. Every day we gained a comprehensive appreciation for the landscapes and cultures of the
Kimberley regions from the sea and the land. We were led by an experienced expedition leader, accompanied by expert
guest lecturers. Most of us had previously flown in our Comanche aircraft, over, past and into the Kimberley region, and
to experience it from the sea, bays and river inlets left us all in awe of what our magnificent north west OZ has on offer.
We were presented with delicious meals that just kept coming. So much food quickly gave the cruise ship the name
“Calorie Ship”
After each day we regrouped for a pre dinner drink and chat to watch the skies turn every shade of orange to red.
Following another wonderful dinner we slowly made our way into our cabins to be rocked off to sleep.
We would all like to thank the Captain, crew and staff of the Coral Princess for ten wonderful days sailing the Kimberley
Coast.
Our shared memories will remain with us for life

I.C.S.

ATTENDEES

Jeff Wittig / Deanna Knutson
Ian Thomson / Irene Lawson
Roger / Lynda Lenne
Tony / Jan VanderSpek
Jim / Kerrie Barry
Ken / Vicki Lapham
Ken / Gayle Munn
John / Jan Macknight
John Vanbladeren
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